Van cycle kia

I love my Sorento! A big thank you to Marcus in service, Chris the manager, Mike the salesmen
and Lance in finance. All are very good at their jobs. Experience with Andy was excellent and
we drove the Soul for five years with absolutely no problems, excellent vehicle. Bought our
second, identical Soul Dec from Ryan Walker. Andy was now manager. Another great
experience and great vehicle from Andy and Ryan. Not a single issue with the second Soul
either. We again worked with Andy and Ryan for another great experience. All service work
completed over the years was done professionally and at a reasonable price, excellent, friendly
service department. Van Syckle Kia should be the yardstick that all dealerships are modeled.
Great personnel, friendly atmosphere, clean showroom, great vehicles. Got the car I wanted and
truly love it! Thanks to Chris, JJ and John!! Great service! Excellent service. Listening to our
needs and budget. Ryan was very informative, willing to help find us a vehicle for our active life.
Highly recommend. I bought my kia forte through van syckle and its been a very good to me. So
i decided to purchase the sportage to help me get through the winter months. The people at kia
was very helpful in purchasing my new vehicle. Thank you! Dealing with Marcus in the service
dept is just awesome, He listens to my concerns, Gets the job done, and walks me to my car
with a smile on my face. Jim LaFountain. Excellent Customer Service! My wife and I stopped in
with a unique situation and from the start Jeff was extremely helpful and understanding. He
worked with us always putting our needs first. We then worked with Cami in finance and she
provided such genuine and knowledgeable service explaining everything. My wife and I are very
pleased we decided to stop in and highly recommend this company to anyone looking to
purchase a vehicle. Tony Adams. The lease was handled professionaly and courteously, John
Costello and staff made me feel welcome and safe in this era of covid, best regards, Richard M
II. Frist KIA, great experience, never pressured and Shawn listened to what I wanted and he
came through! Highly recommend him, Each department and all people we interacted with was
wonderful. They all loved Jake! The service at Van Syckle is excellent, whether it is buying a
new vehicle or getting a vehicle serviced. The staff is very friendly and helpful. It is easy to
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alter or remove their reviews. Learn more. The dealership has been so much on top of things
that I am not completely surprised that they have already commented on the review that I
submitted such a short time ago. The mile checkups on my model are so well planned by the

company that this may offer me an opportunity to try their service, even making an appointment
this time! There are a lot of big box and food places within easy walking distance, so that such a
plan makes sense even with the distance that I travel in a day on these trips and should work
well for local residents. I had traveled far north of Bangor for winter recreation when my tire
inflation problem indicator showed on the dashboard display. Visual inspection of the tires did
not indicate what the problem might be in any obvious way. I found this Kia location online,
showing that it was only a few hundred feet off I The Service Manager immediately took my car
into a bay and found that extreme cold, in the days I spent to the north, had dropped air
pressure in each tire by between 5 and 10 pounds. This excellent service was immediately
offered even though I had bought the car somewhere else, where I was returning. I had a 10
year, mile warranty on the car which appeared to cover all their work, but they never inquired
about reimbursement details in any way. The service was developing so outstandingly that I
spent my waiting time talking to the sales staff about models that I had heard were being
released within a couple months. The sales staff and Manager discussed things openly and kept
in touch appropriately after our meeting. I felt that people in this area would do well to use this
dealer, and if problems developed in the dealership near my home, that I would do well to
consider buying my next car here. Read more. I received nothing but typical 'used car salesman'
attitudes and treatment from this dealer's reps in sales, financing, service, parts and
management. Despite my specifically asking 2 different reps, I received no answer about Van
Syckle's own used car warranty - until their day warranty had already expired. They just tried to
sell me 3rd party auto repair insurance at my expense. Repairs documented in their own
paperwork were not done before I took delivery, and then several obvious repairs were delayed
beyond their warranty period. They sold the car new that I bought used, but still disclosed
nothing about this model's serious engine problems that resulted in Kia being fined millions of
dollars - and my car was on its 3rd engine as I learned from the original owner, also not
disclosed by Van Syckle. And when I finally got a minor refund for 2 needed repairs I'd paid for
after several months of complaining, they put a restrictive endorsement on the check so I could
not make any further claims. This has to be the worst Kia dealership ever. I had some warranty
work to be done, waited several weeks with multiple calls being told they were waiting for the
part. Two weeks later finally get the work done and instructed them that I would pick up the car
after work. Came to the dealership to find my car barricaded in by another vehicle and locked.
What the heck!!!! Went to Van Syckle to buy a used car. It was the best deal we could find, and
we were searching all around the northeast. We just didn't realize that this little gem of a car
dealership was right in Bangor. Their sales staff was excellent, treating us extremely well
without the entire sales shpeal, and they made sure we were extremely happy even after we
bought the car. Business owner information. Don G. Business Manager. We are really
appreciative of your kind words. At Van Syckle Kia, we know cars, and we love cars, and our
focus is on sharing that passion with everyone who walks through the door. Our aim is to find
the car that you can be confident in for years to come. We are glad to hear that our team made
sure that you drove home feeling satisfied and ready to take on whatever roads lie ahead. If
there is anything further that you need, we hope that you won't hesitate to come back and see
us. We post exclusive deals for our fans on Facebook and Twitter, so be sure to follow us there
to stay in the know! This is the best dealer to do business with on the Hogan rd. They have a
professional, honest and friendly approach and they really take great care of their customers
needs after the sale. The general manager has been working here for more than 30 yrs and he
takes great pride in developing an excellent reputation as a much needed pillar in the Bangor
community. Thank you so much for the wonderful review, John! Your praise means the world to
us. We take great pride in being able to serve and be a part of such an excellent community as
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